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2 Claims 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A carrier strip for carrying elements thereon to an 
operating station of a machine comprises an elongated 
strip of ?exible material with the elements being spaced 
therealong at substantially equal intervals. Slots and holes 
are disposed in the strip at substantially equal intervals 
with a hole between adjacent slots. One of the holes and 
slots is engageable by a feeding means of the machine 
to feed the elements successively to the operating stations, 
and one of the slots and holes is engageable by a holding 
means adjacent the operating station to hold the element 
on which an operation is to be performed in place there 
at. Means are provided on the strip at each end thereof 
for connecting the strip to like strips thereby forming a 
continuous line of strips. 

Cross-reference to related application 

This application is a division of U.S. Patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 347,907, ?led Feb. 27, 1964, now U.S. 
Patent No. 3,332,053. 

This invention relates to coverings to encase connector 
members. Connecting strips on which the coverings are 
contained for forming a continuous line of coverings and 
for feeding the coverings to an encapsulating station pro 
vided by a machine for simultaneously feeding connector 
members to an operating station and the encapsulating 
station and for transferring the connector members from 
the operating station to the encapsulating station at which 
the connecting members are encapsulated within the 
coverings as described in the above-mentioned patent ap 
plication. 

It is known to provide connecting members with cover 
ings as by a manual operation, molding the coverings 
onto the connecting members, placing the coverings onto 
the connecting members and then thermally ?xing them 
thereon, or crimping the coverings onto the connecting 
members. The manual, molding and thermal application 
of the coverings onto the connecting members are time 
consuming. The manual application is also awkward and 
generally precludes exact positioning of the coverings onto 
the connecting members. Once the coverings have been 
applied to the connecting members by molding, thermal 
and crimping techniques, the coverings are not remov 
able for inspection of the connecting members; and 
once they are removed, they are not reuseable. Thermally 
applied coverings also generally ‘contain ?ash projections 
which impede the use of the connecting members there 
m. 

It is, therefore, another object of the present invention 
to provide coverings for connecting members that com 
pletely encases connecting members, are capable of being 
opened for purposes of inspection and ‘are reuseable. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide a 

strip on which the coverings are carried and which pro 
vides interconnection between adjacent strips as well as 
feeding, guiding and locking features. 

Other objects and attainments of the present invention 
will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon a 
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reading of the following detailed description when taken 
in conjunction with the drawings in ‘which there is shown 
and described an illustrative embodiment of the invention; 
it is to be understood, however, that this embodiment is 
not intended to be exhaustive nor limiting of the inventon 
but is given ‘for purposes of illustration in order that 
others skilled in the art may fully understand the inven 
tion and the principles thereof and the manner of apply 
ing it in practical use so that they may modify it in vari 
ous forms, each as may be best suited to the conditions of 
‘a particular use. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of some of the cover 

ings on carrier feed strips; 
FIGURE 2 is a view taken along lines 2——2 of FIG 

URE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is an exploded cross-sectional view of the 

fastening feature between the carrier strips; and 
FIGURE 4 is a view taken along lines 4—-4 of FIG 

URE 2. 
The present invention will be discussed in ‘relation to 

coverings taking the form of insulating pods to be ‘ap 
plied to connecting members in the form of ?ag-type elec 
trical connectors as set forth in U.S. Patent No. 3,123,431. 
FIGURES 1-4 illustrate carrier strips 41 to carry in 

sulating pods P thereon as well as to form a spool thereof 
for ‘use on the machine disclosed in the above-mentioned 
patent application. Each carrier strip and the pods there 
on are preferably molded ‘as an integral unit, the pods 
being connected to the carrier strip by a piece 42. One 
end of carrier strip 41 comprises a snap member 43 while 
the other end includes a receptacle 44. 

The end piece of the carrier strip on which snap mem 
ber 43 is located is not as thick nor as wide as the carrier 
strip but the bottom surface thereof is even with the re 
mainder of the strip as shown in FIGURES 2—4. Snap 
member 43 extends outwardly from the end piece and has 
a hole 45 extending therethrough. Toward the outer end 
of the snap member, there is an annular collar 46 spaced 
from the top ?at surface of the end piece. Collar 45 has 
an inclined surface 47. 
The end piece of the carrier strip in which receptacle 

44 is located comprises a channel 48 having a depth, 
width and length corresponding to that of the end piece 
carrying the snap member. Receptacle 44 constitutes a 
hole having a ‘diameter slightly larger than the diameter 
of the snap member between ?ange 46 and the top sur 
face of the end piece. Also, the thickness of the end piece 
in which receptacle 44 is located has a thickness ‘which 
is about the same as the distance between ?ange 46 and 
the top surface of the end piece. 

Both snap member 43 and receptacle 4-4 are centrally 
located in their respective end pieces so that the end of 
one carrier strip containing the snap member can be 
pushed through the receptacle in the end of another car 
rier strip to interlock the two carrier strips as indicated. 
This is repeated until a desirable length of carrier strips 
and their respective pods may be mounted on a suitable 
carrier‘ means, such as the above-mentioned spool. In 
clined surface 47 facilitates the entry of snap member 
43 into receptacle 44. 
Each carrier strip also includes evenly spaced elongated 

slots 49 and holes 50 therebetween. Holes 44 and 45 are 
included in the disposition of holes 50. The slots 49 are 
engaged by feed ?ngers of the pod-applying machine to 
feed the pods into position for receiving terminated con 
nectors so as to be closed theeron and a pin extends within 
one of holes 50 on the carrier strip to maintain the strip 
in alignment and to prevent the strip from moving rear 
wardly during the return movement of the pod feed 
mechanism in addition to engaging snap ‘member 43 
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when receptacle 44 is in position under this pin thereby 
disconnecting the leading carrier strip, which has all its 
pods sheared therefrom, from the trailing carrier strip. 
This operation is disclosed in the above-mentioned par 
ent application. 

It will, therefore, be appreciated that the aforemen 
tioned and other desirable objects have been achieved; 
however, it should be emphasized that the particular 
embodiments of the invention, which are shown and de 
scribed herein, are intended as merely illustrative and not 
as restrictive of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A carrier strip carrying covering members to be 

applied to connecting members comprising an elongated 
strip of material having a plurality of said covering mem 
bers connected thereto at spaced intervals, said strip in 
cluding apertures, said apertures adapted to be engaged by 
a feeding mechanism of a machine to feed the covering 
members to a station for receiving connecting members, 
and means on each end of said carrier strip to intercon 
nect the same to adjacent carrier strips to form a con 
tinuous line of carrier strips, said interconnecting means 
including at one end of said carrier strip a member pro 
jecting outwardly from the top surface thereof, the other 
end having an opening therethrough, said member pass 
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ing through the opening of an adjacent carrier strip and 
having an annular ?ange of larger diameter than the 
opening to lock said carrier strips together, said other end 
opening being engaged by the member of another adja 
cent carrier strip thereto. 

2. A carrier strip according to claim 1 wherein said 
carrier strip and said covering members are formed as an 
integral unit from plastic material. 
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